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Nanophysics seminar, Tero Heikkilä Some statistics Probability distribution P(x): "probability that the random variable X=x " Central moments around the mean Cumulants κ i (irreducible correlators): 
Approximates binomial for n →∞, p→0, λ=np Gaussian distribution µ 2 =κ 2 =σ 2 κ i =0 for i>2 Approximates binomial for large np and n(1-p)
Current statistics
Count the number N of electrons passing through a mesoscopic conductor in (a long) time t 0 The statistics of N: full counting statistics [Levitov, Lesovik, et al. '92, '96 ...] In the limit t 0 >>t corr , this statistics can be described through the statistics of current: for example, in this limit, This talk: assume classical signal, i.e., ignore quantum symmetrization problems [Lesovik and Chtchelkatchev, cond- 
For long time scales, fluctuations are often "white" (no memory): 
